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An essential resource for your health?if we are what we eat, let’s make every (delicious) bite count! This cookbook will no doubt
transform your kitchen, bringing new plant-based, whole food ideas to the table and offering easy yet healthy recipe solutions for
everything from celebratory meals to rushed weeknight dinners. Ashley Madden is a pharmacist turned plant-based chef, certified
holistic nutritional consultant, and devoted health foodie. A diagnosis of multiple sclerosis changed her whole life and approach to
food, eventually shaping a new food philosophy and inspiring this book. The Plant-Based Cookbook is especially helpful for those
with dietary requirements or food allergies as all recipes are vegan, dairy-free, gluten-free, and oil-free without compromising on
taste or relying on packaged and processed ingredients. All-natural recipes include: One-pot creamy pasta Vibrant nourish bowls
Decadent no-bake cinnamon rolls A show-stopping cheese ball Life-changing carrot cake And so much more! Whether you
consider yourself an amateur home cook or a Michelin Star chef, this collection of recipes will inspire you to turn whole foods into
magical, mouthwatering meals and give you confidence to prepare plants in creative and health-supportive ways.
"100 glueten-free, vegan recipes"--Cover.
Cook like a "bad ass" in your kitchen or cook for the "bad ass" in your family. Conquer recipes that fit your mood and are rich and
flavorful--all those that warm you up, make you feel good, and are perfect for any meal. More than 80 recipes that include party
foods, grill and chill options, chilies and stews, and hearty entrées and sides Full-color photos of recipes Hardcover 192 pages
Amp up your dinner routine with more than 100 restaurant copycat dishes made at home! Skip the delivery, avoid the drive thru
and keep that tip money in your wallet, because Taste of Home Copycat Restaurant Favorites brings America’s most popular
menu items to your kitchen. Inside Taste of Home Copycat Restaurant Favorites you’ll find more than 100 no-fuss recipes
inspired by Olive Garden, Panera Bread, Pizza Hut, Cinnabon, Chipotle, Applebee’s, Taco Bell, TGI Fridays, The Cheesecake
Factory and so many others. Dig in to all of the hearty, savory (and sweet) menu classics you crave most—all from the comfort of
your own home. With Taste of Home Copycat Restaurant Favorites, get all of the takeout flavors you love without leaving the
house! CHAPTERS Best Appetizers Ever Coffee Shop Favorites Specialty Soups, Salads & Sandwiches Copycat Entrees
Favorite Odds & Ends Double-Take Desserts
Make any recipe vegan or vegetarian to suit your preference Plant-based cooking means different things to different people. We all
come to plant-based eating with different goals in mind. ATK's diverse, modern guide offers foolproof recipes for every occasion
that you can tailor to suit your own needs, choosing whether to make any dish vegan or vegetarian. From building a plant-centric
plate to cooking with plant-based meat and dairy, you'll find everything you need here to create varied, satisfying meals. The
500-plus recipes are vegan but flexible. You can choose whether to make the Rancheros with Avocado with tofu or eggs, the Farro
Salad with Cucumber, Yogurt, and Mint with plant-based or dairy yogurt, the Vegetable Fried Rice with Broccoli and Shiitake
Mushrooms with or without eggs, and the No-Bake Cherry-Almond Crisp using coconut oil or butter. ATK's plant-based eating
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strategy is easy, budget-friendly, and inclusive--cuisines around the world are rich with boldly flavored, naturally vegan dishes.
Drawing inspiration from them, these recipes showcase produce, beans and grains, and vegan (and vegetarian) protein sources.
The Complete Plant-Based Cookbook is packed with ingenious tips for cooking with plant-forward ingredients and also showcases
ATK's practical techniques. Rethink how you use vegetables (blend leeks into a silky pasta sauce, use beets to transform a burger
from the "vegan option" into the best option); discover how to boost umami flavor using tomato paste, dried mushrooms, and miso;
and more. A thorough opening section delves into the details of modern plant-based eating, addressing shopping and storage
strategies, the plethora of plant-based meat and dairy options, and how to meet nutritional needs.
A user-friendly volume by the author of Vegan with a Vengeance and Vegan Cupcakes Take Over the World contains 250 recipes
that include a variety of gluten-free and tofu-free options for numerous occasions.
Thug KitchenEat Like You Give a F**kHachette UK
"Vegan chef Chloe Coscarelli creates more than 150 recipes inspired by Italian cuisine"-America's Test Kitchen decodes and demystifies vegan cooking so you can reap its many benefits. Avoid the pitfalls of bland food, lack of
variety, and overprocessed ingredients with approachable, fresh, vibrant recipes. Can vegan cooking be flavorful? Satisfying? Easy to make?
Through rigorous testing on the science of vegan cooking, America's Test Kitchen addresses these questions head-on, finding great-tasting
and filling vegan protein options, cooking without dairy, preparing different whole grains and vegetables, and even baking. Reimagine
mealtime by celebrating vegetables at the center of the plate and in salads and grain bowls. Take a new look at comfort foods with a
surprisingly rich and creamy lasagna or hearty burger with all the fixings. Bake the perfect chewy chocolate chip cookie or a layer cake that
stands tall for any celebration. With more than 200 rigorously-tested vibrant recipes, this cookbook has something satisfying for everyone--the
committed vegan or simply those looking to freshen up their cooking.
Presents a collection of more than one hundred recipes for appetizers, snacks, entrees, and side dishes using a variety of vegetables.
The groundbreaking New York Times bestseller that will transform your health—with 300 whole-food, plant-based recipes to help you lose
weight, prevent disease, and thrive The secret is out: If you want to lose weight, lower your cholesterol, avoid cancer, and prevent (or even
reverse) type 2 diabetes and heart disease, the right food is your best medicine—and the Forks Over Knives way is your solution. Forks Over
Knives—the book, the film, and the movement—is the international phenomenon that first emphasized the benefits of plant-based eating, and
thousands of people have cut out meat, dairy, and oils from their diet and seen amazing results. If you’re one of them, or you’d like to be,
you need this cookbook. Forks Over Knives—The Cookbook proves that the Forks Over Knives philosophy is not about what you can’t eat,
but what you can. Chef Del Sroufe, the man behind some of the mouthwatering meals in the landmark documentary, and his collaborators
transform wholesome fruits, vegetables, grains, and legumes into hundreds of recipes—classic and unexpected, globally and seasonally
inspired, and for every meal of the day, all through the year: Breakfast: Very Berry Smoothie, Breakfast Quinoa with Apple Compote Salads,
Soups and Stews: Kale Salad with Maple-Mustard Dressing, Lotsa Vegetable Chowder, Lucky Black-Eyed Pea Stew Pasta and Noodle
Dishes: Mushroom Stroganoff, Stir-Fried Noodles with Spring Vegetables Stir-Fried, Grilled and Hashed Vegetables: Grilled Eggplant
“Steaks” Baked and Stuffed Vegetables: Millet-Stuffed Chard Rolls The Amazing Bean: White Beans and Escarole with Parsnips Great
Grains: Polenta Pizza with Tomatoes and Basil Desserts: Apricot Fig Squares, Bursting with Berries Cobbler . . . and much more! Simple,
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affordable, and delicious, the recipes in Forks Over Knives—The Cookbook put the power of real, healthy food in your hands. Join the Forks
Over Knives movement and start cooking the plant-based way today—it could save your life!
The enhanced e-book edition of The Pioneer Woman Cooks: Food from My Frontier gives you behind-the-scenes access to Ree at home on
her ranch. In it you'll find videos of Ree cooking a bunch of her favorite recipes, six recipes not found in the book, and Ree's list of her favorite
movies and songs to cook to. I'm Pioneer Woman. And I love to cook. Once upon a time, I fell in love with a cowboy. A strapping, rugged,
chaps-wearing cowboy. Then I married him, moved to his ranch, had his babies . . . and wound up loving it. Except the manure. Living in the
country for more than fifteen years has taught me a handful of eternal truths: every new day is a blessing, every drop of rain is a gift . . . and
nothing tastes more delicious than food you cook yourself. The Pioneer Woman Cooks: Food from My Frontier is a mouthwatering collection
of the simple-but-scrumptious recipes that rotate through my kitchen on a regular basis, including Cowgirl Quiche, Sloppy Joes, Italian
Meatball Soup, White Chicken Enchiladas, and a spicy Carnitas Pizza that'll win you over for life. There are also some elegant offerings for
more special occasions at your house: Osso Buco, Honey-Plum-Soy Chicken, and Rib-Eye Steak with an irresistible Onion-Blue Cheese
Sauce. And the decadent assortment of desserts, including Blackberry Chip Ice Cream, Apple Dumplings, and Coffee Cream Cake, will make
your heart go pitter-pat in the most wonderful way. In addition to detailed step-by-step photographs, all the recipes in this book have one
other important quality in common: They're guaranteed to make your kids, sweetheart, dinner guests, in-laws, friends, cousins, or resident
cowboys smile, sigh, and beg for seconds. (And hug you and kiss you and be devoted to you for life.) I hope you enjoy, devour, and love this
book. I sure did love making it for you.
Ina Garten and The Barefoot Contessa Cookbook provide the perfect recipe for hosting parties that are easy and fun for everyone--including
the cook. For more than twenty years Ina Garten's, Barefoot Contessa, the acclaimed specialty food store, has been turning out extraordinary
dishes for enthusiastic customers in the Hamptons. For many of those years, people have tried to get the exuberant owner, Ina Garten, to
share the secrets of her store. Finally, the energy and style that make Barefoot Contessa such a special place are shown here, with dozens
of recipes and more than 160 breathtaking photographs, in The Barefoot Contessa Cookbook. Ina's most popular recipes use familiar
ingredients and yield amazing results. Her Pan-Fried Onion Dip is the real thing, with slowly caramelized onions and fresh sour cream.
Tomato soup is created from oven-roasted tomatoes and fresh basil to intensify the flavors. Meat loaf is as good as your grandmother's, but
it's healthier because it's made with ground turkey and fresh herbs. The light and flaky Maple-Oatmeal Scones are baked with rolled oats,
whole wheat, and real maple syrup. Now these and other famous Barefoot Contessa recipes can be prepared at home. Ina says that before
she owned a specialty food store she often spent a week making dinner for six friends. Her experience at Barefoot Contessa has given her
hundreds of ideas for creating wonderful parties in a few hours. And they're all in this book. Crab Cakes with Rémoulade Sauce can be stored
overnight in the refrigerator and sautéed just before the guests arrive. Cheddar Corn Chowder can be made days ahead, reheated, and
served with a salad and bread for a delicious autumn lunch. The ingredients for Grilled Salmon Salad can all be prepared ahead and tossed
together before serving. The batter for the Raspberry Corn Muffins can be mixed a day before and popped into the oven just before breakfast.
Ina Garten teaches us how to entertain with style, simplicity, and a relaxed sense of fun. There are notes throughout the book for giving
cocktail parties, lunches, and dinner parties where everything is done before the guests arrive. And there are easy instructions for creating
gorgeous party platters that don't even require you to cook!
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST NEW COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Epicurious •
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EATER • Stained Page • Infatuation • Spruce Eats • Publisher’s Weekly • Food52 • Toronto Star The dazzling debut cookbook from
Joanne Lee Molinaro, the home cook and spellbinding storyteller behind the online sensation @thekoreanvegan Joanne Lee Molinaro has
captivated millions of fans with her powerfully moving personal tales of love, family, and food. In her debut cookbook, she shares a collection
of her favorite Korean dishes, some traditional and some reimagined, as well as poignant narrative snapshots that have shaped her family
history. As Joanne reveals, she’s often asked, “How can you be vegan and Korean?” Korean cooking is, after all, synonymous with fish
sauce and barbecue. And although grilled meat is indeed prevalent in some Korean food, the ingredients that filled out bapsangs on
Joanne’s table growing up—doenjang (fermented soybean paste), gochujang (chili sauce), dashima (seaweed), and more—are fully plantbased, unbelievably flavorful, and totally Korean. Some of the recipes come straight from her childhood: Jjajangmyun, the rich KoreanChinese black bean noodles she ate on birthdays, or the humble Gamja Guk, a potato-and-leek soup her father makes. Some pay homage:
Chocolate Sweet Potato Cake is an ode to the two foods that saved her mother’s life after she fled North Korea. The Korean Vegan
Cookbook is a rich portrait of the immigrant experience with life lessons that are universal. It celebrates how deeply food and the ones we
love shape our identity.
Collects one hundred twenty-five recipes that adapt favorite comfort foods for overall taste enhancement, including spicy carrot ginger soup,
chicken pot pie and five-flavor pound cake.
Hi, we're Chad and Derek. We're chefs and brothers who craft humble vegetables into the stuff of food legend. Everything we create is a bold
marriage of delicate and punchy flavors, and crunchy textures-all with knife-sharp attention to detail. We're proud graduates of the University
of Common Sense who simply believe that eating more veg is good for you and good for the planet. THE WICKED HEALTHY COOKBOOK
takes badass plant-based cooking to a whole new level. The chefs have pioneered innovative cooking techniques such as pressing and
searing mushrooms until they reach a rich and delicious meat-like consistency. Inside, you'll find informative sidebars and must-have tips on
everything from oil-free and gluten-free cooking (if you're into that) to organizing an efficient kitchen. Celebrating the central role of crave-able
food for our health and vitality, Chad and Derek give readers 129 recipes for everyday meals and dinner parties alike, and they also show us
how to kick back and indulge now and then. Their drool-inducing recipes include Sloppy BBQ Jackfruit Sliders with Slaw, and Grilled Peaches
with Vanilla Spiced Gelato and Mango Sriracha Caramel. They believe that if you shoot for 80% healthy and 20% wicked, you'll be 100%
sexy: That's the Wicked Healthy way.

A USA Today and Wall Street Journal bestseller! Learn how to fight better and end your arguments with your partner
feeling closer, more loved, and better understood. We take our cars in for oil changes. We mow our lawns and pull
weeds. Why don’t we do maintenance on our marriages? This relationship is the most important one we will ever have,
so why not get better at it? For the last several years, Penn and Kim Holderness of The Holderness Family have done
the hard maintenance and the research to learn how to fight better. With the help of their marriage coach Dr. Christopher
Edmonston, they break down their biggest (and in some cases, funniest) fights. How did a question about chicken wings
turn into a bra fight (no, not a?bar?fight; a?bra?fight)? How did a roll of toilet paper lead to tears, resentment, and a stint
in the guest bedroom? With their trademark sense of humor and complete vulnerability, Penn and Kim share their 10
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most common Fight Fails and how to combat them. Throughout the book, they offer scripts for how to start, continue, and
successfully close hard conversations. Couples will emerge equipped to engage and understand, not do battle—and
maybe laugh a little more along the way. In?Everybody Fights, couples will learn how to: Use “magic words” for healthy
conflict resolution Address unspoken and unrealistic expectations Banish the three Ds of unhealthy
communication—distraction, denial, and delay Carry individual baggage while helping your partner deal with theirs Penn
and Kim want you to know you’re not alone. Everybody fights.?Marriage is messy. Marriage is work. But marriage is
worth it. Fight for it!
Take a romp through the long eighteenth-century in this collection of 25 short tales. Marvel at the Queen’s Ass, gaze at
the celestial heavens through the eyes of the past and be amazed by the equestrian feats of the Norwich Nymph.
Journey to the debauched French court at Versailles, travel to Covent Garden and take your seat in a box at the theatre
and, afterwards, join the mile-high club in a new-fangled hot air balloon. Meet actresses, whores and high-born ladies,
politicians, inventors, royalty and criminals as we travel through the Georgian era in all its glorious and gruesome glory. In
roughly chronological order, covering the reign of the four Georges, 1714-1730 and set within the framework of the main
events of the era, these tales are accompanied by over 100 stunning color illustrations.
This welcome follow-up to Esquire 's wildly popular Eat Like a Man cookbook is the ultimate resource for guys who want
to host big crowds and need the scaled-up recipes, logistical advice, and mojo to pull it off whether they're cooking
breakfast for a houseful of weekend guests, producing an epic spread for the playoffs, or planning the backyard BBQ that
trumps all. With tantalizing photos and about 100 recipes for lazy breakfasts, afternoon noshing, dinner spreads, and latenight binges-including loads of favorites from chefs who know how to satisfy a crowd, such as Linton Hopkins, Edward
Lee, and Michael Symon-this is the only cookbook a man will ever need when the party is at his place.
So long, dude food. Most men who love food have a roasting pan and a decent spice rack, but they're still looking for that
one book that has all the real food they love to eat and wish they could cook. Esquire food editor Ryan D'Agostino is here
to change that with his unapologetically male-centric Eat Like a Mana choice collection of 75 recipes and food writing for
men who like to eat, cook, and read about great food. It's the Esquire man's repertoire of perfect recipes, essays on how
food figures into the moments that define a man's life, and all the useful kitchen points every man needs to know.
Satisfying, sexy, definitive, and doable, these are recipes for slow Sunday mornings with family, end-of-the-week winddown dinners with a lady, Saturday night show-off entertaining, poker night feeds, and game-day couch camping. Or, for
when a man is just hungry.
Amazingly delicious recipes from the team behind Hearst's wildly popular Delish.com website
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Provides a collection of recipes prepared without animal products, including spaghetti with artichoke-pistachio pesto,
bulgur and red lentil pilaf with kale and olives, and yellow beet and arugula salad with dried cranberries.
Drawings and excerpts containing references to food and eating selected from Carroll's classic works supplement recipes
for delicacies including ambidextrous mushrooms, Queen of Hearts tarts, and looking-glass milk
Thug Kitchen started their wildly popular website to inspire people to eat some Goddamn vegetables and adopt a
healthier lifestyle. Beloved by Gwyneth Paltrow ('This might be my favorite thing ever') and with half a million Facebook
fans and counting, Thug Kitchen wants to show everyone how to take charge of their plates and cook up some real
f*cking food. Yeah, plenty of blogs and cookbooks preach about how to eat more kale, why ginger fights inflammation,
and how to cook with microgreens and nettles. But they are dull or pretentious as hell - and most people can't afford the
hype. Thug Kitchen lives in the real world. In their first cookbook, they're throwing down more than 100 recipes for their
best-loved meals, snacks and sides for beginning cooks to home chefs. (Roasted Beer and Lime Cauliflower Tacos?
Pumpkin Chili? Grilled Peach Salsa? Believe that sh*t.) Plus they're going to arm you with all the info and techniques you
need to shop on a budget and go and kick a bunch of ass on your own. This book is an invitation to everyone who wants
to do better to elevate their kitchen game. No more ketchup and pizza counting as vegetables. No more drive-thru lines.
No more avoiding the produce corner of the supermarket. Sh*t is about to get real.
Celebrity chef, Asian cooking expert and TV personality Jet Tila has compiled the best-of-the-best 101 Eastern recipes that every
home cook needs to try before they die! The dishes are authentic yet unique to Jet--drawn from his varied cooking experience,
unique heritage and travels. The dishes are also approachable--with simplified techniques, weeknight-friendly total cook times and
ingredients commonly found in most urban grocery stores today.
New York Times bestselling author Beth Harbison whips together a witty and charming--and delicious--story about the secrets we
keep, the friends we make, and the food we cook. MUST LOVE BUTTER: The Cookbook Club is now open to members. Foodies
come join us! No diets! No skipping dessert! Margo Everson sees the call out for the cookbook club and knows she’s found her
people. Recently dumped by her self-absorbed husband, who frankly isn’t much of a loss, she has little to show for her marriage
but his ‘parting gift’—a dilapidated old farm house—and a collection of well-loved cookbooks Aja Alexander just hopes her newfound friends won’t notice that that every time she looks at food, she gets queasy. It’s hard hiding a pregnancy, especially one
she can’t bring herself to share with her wealthy boyfriend and his snooty mother. Trista Walker left the cutthroat world of the law
behind and decided her fate was to open a restaurant…not the most secure choice ever. But there she could she indulge her
passion for creating delectable meals and make money at the same time. The women bond immediately, but it’s not all popovers
with melted brie and blackberry jam. Margo’s farm house is about to fall down around her ears; Trista’s restaurant needs a
makeover and rat-removal fast; and as for Aja, just how long can you hide a baby bump anyway? In this delightful novel, these
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women form bonds that go beyond a love grilled garlic and soy sauce shrimp. Because what is more important in life than
friendship…and food?
The creators of the New York Times bestselling cookbook series Bad Manners are back to deliver you the not-so-gentle but
always hilarious shove you need to take the leap into healthy eating (previously published as Thug Kitchen 101: Fast as F*ck).
Bad Manners: Fast as F*ck includes more than 100 easy and accessible recipes to give you a solid start toward a better diet. They
hold your hand and explain ingredients from chickpeas to nooch so you'll feel confident knowing exactly what the f*ck you're
cooking. This kickass kitchen primer also serves up health benefits and nutrition to remind everyone, from clueless newbies to
health nuts, how a plant-based lifestyle benefits our bodies, minds, environment, and pocketbooks. THAT'S RIGHT. EAT GREEN,
SAVE GREEN. So scared of commitment you can't even dedicate some time to cook? Bad Manners is here to fix that sh*t: All
recipes in Fast as F*ck are guaranteed to be faster than delivery, so you can whip up some tasty meals with simple ingredients
regardless of when you stumble home from work. You're too damn important to be eating garbage, so Bad Manners has made it
easy to take care of #1: you. No needless nonsense or preachy bullsh*t. Just delicious, healthy, homemade food for all the fulltime bosses out there.
The creators of the New York Times bestselling cookbook series Thug Kitchen are back to deliver you the sorta gentle, but always
hilarious shove you need to take the leap into healthy eating. Thug Kitchen 101 includes more than 100 easy and accessible
recipes to give you a solid start toward a better diet. TK holds your hand and explains ingredients from chickpeas to nooch so
you'll feel confident knowing exactly what the f*ck you're cooking. This kickass vegan kitchen primer also serves up health benefits
and nutrition statistics to remind everyone, from curious newbies to health nuts, how a plant-based lifestyle benefits our bodies,
minds, environment, and our pocketbooks. THAT'S RIGHT. EAT GREEN, SAVE GREEN. So scared of commitment you can't
even dedicate some time to cook? Thug Kitchen's here to fix that sh*t: All recipes in TK 101 are guaranteed to be faster than
delivery, so you can whip up some tasty meals with simple ingredients regardless of when you stumbled home from work. You're
too damn important to be eating garbage, so TK has made it easy to take care of #1: you. No needless nonsense or preachy
bullsh*t. Just delicious, healthy, homemade food for all the full-time hustlers out there. "Thug Kitchen backs up its bluster with
good, solid recipes."--New York Times "Funny, self-aware, and full of delicious-looking recipes that I want to make right this
second." --Epicurious.com "F*cking delicious."--Popsugar.com
Explore traditional Indian cooking using vegan ingredients with this volume of simple yet unforgettable recipes by the author of
Indian Slow Cooker. Cookbook author Anupy Singla shares the secret to preparing classic Indian dishes without using animal
products. Vegan Indian Cooking features 140 recipes that use vegan alternatives to rich cream, butter, and meat. The result is a
terrific addition to the culinary resources of any cook interested in either vegan or Indian cuisine. Singla—a mother of two, Indian
emigre, and former TV news journalist—has a passion for easy, authentic Indian food. She shares recipes handed down from her
mother as well as many she developed herself—including fusion recipes that pull together diverse traditions from across the Indian
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subcontinent. After launching her Indian As Apple Pie line of spices, Singla builds on her culinary expertise with flavorful recipes
that make vegan Indian cooking accessible to even the most hurried home chef.
Thug Kitchen started their wildly popular web site to inspire people to eat some Goddamn vegetables and adopt a healthier
lifestyle. Beloved by Gwyneth Paltrow ("This might be my favorite thing ever") and named Saveur's Best New Food Blog of 2013 -with half a million Facebook fans and counting -- Thug Kitchen wants to show everyone how to take charge of their plates and
cook up some real f*cking food. Yeah, plenty of blogs and cookbooks preach about how to eat more kale, why ginger fights
inflammation, and how to cook with microgreens and nettles. But they are dull or pretentious as hell -- and most people can't afford
the hype. Thug Kitchen lives in the real world. In their first cookbook, they're throwing down more than 100 recipes for their bestloved meals, snacks, and sides for beginning cooks to home chefs. (Roasted Beer and Lime Cauliflower Tacos? Pumpkin Chili?
Grilled Peach Salsa? Believe that sh*t.) Plus they're going to arm you with all the info and techniques you need to shop on a
budget and go and kick a bunch of ass on your own. This book is an invitation to everyone who wants to do better to elevate their
kitchen game. No more ketchup and pizza counting as vegetables. No more drive-thru lines. No more avoiding the produce corner
of the supermarket. Sh*t is about to get real.
Thug Kitchen started their wildly popular web site to inspire people to eat some Goddamn vegetables and adopt a healthier
lifestyle. Beloved by Gwyneth Paltrow ("This might be my favorite thing ever") and named Saveur’s Best New Food blog of
2013--with half a million Facebook fans and counting--Thug Kitchen wants to show everyone how to take charge of their plates
and cook up some real f*cking food. Yeah, plenty of blogs and cookbooks preach about how to eat more kale, why ginger fights
inflammation, and how to cook with microgreens and nettles. But they are dull or pretentious as hell--and most people can’t afford
the hype. Thug Kitchen lives in the real world. In their first cookbook, they’re throwing down more than 100 vegan recipes for their
best-loved meals, snacks, and sides for beginning cooks to home chefs. (Roasted Beer and Lime Cauliflower Tacos? Pumpkin
Chili? Grilled Peach Salsa? Believe that sh*t.) Plus they’re going to arm you with all the info and techniques you need to shop on
a budget and go and kick a bunch of ass on your own. This book is an invitation to everyone who wants to do better to elevate
their kitchen game. No more ketchup and pizza counting as vegetables. No more drive-thru lines. No more avoiding the produce
corner of the supermarket. Sh*t is about to get real.
From the duo behind the New York Times bestseller Bad Manners: The Official Cookbook come healthy crowd-pleasing recipes to
entertain with attitude (previously published as Thug Kitchen Party Grub: For Social Mother-F*ckers). Bad Manners: Party Grub
answers the question that they have heard most from their fans: How the hell are you supposed to eat healthy when you hang
around with a bunch of assholes who couldn't care less about what they stuff in their face? The answer: You make a bomb-ass
plant-based dish from Bad Manners. Featuring over 100 recipes for every occasion, Party Grub combines exciting, healthy food
with easy-to-follow directions and damn entertaining commentary. From appetizers like Deviled Chickpea Bites to main events like
Mexican Lasagna, Party Grub is here to make sure you're equipped with dishes to bring the flavor without a side of fat, calories,
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and guilt. Also included are cocktail recipes, because sometimes these parties need a pick-me-up of the liquid variety.
Combining the winning elements of proven training approaches, motivational stories, and innovative recipes, No Meat Athlete is a
unique guidebook, healthy-living cookbook, and nutrition primer for the beginner, every day, and serious athlete who wants to live
a meatless lifestyle. Author and popular blogger, Matt Frazier, will show you that there are many benefits to embracing a meat-free
athletic lifestyle, including: - Weight loss, which often leads to increased speed- Easier digestion and faster recovery after
workouts- Improved energy levels to help with not just athletic performance but your day-to-day life - Reduced impact on the planet
Whatever your motivation for choosing a meat-free lifestyle, this book will take you through everything you need to know to apply
your lifestyle to your training. Matt Frazier provides practical advice and tips on how to transition to a plant-based diet while getting
all the nutrition you need; uses the power of habit to make those changes last; and offers up menu plans for high performance,
endurance, and recovery. Once you've mastered the basics, Matt delivers a training manual of his own design for runners of all
abilities and ambitions. The manual provides training plans for common race distances and shows runners how to create healthy
habits, improve performance, and avoid injuries. No Meat Athlete will take you from the start to finish line, giving you encouraging
tips, tricks, and advice along the way.
The New York Times bestselling authors of the Bad Manners cookbook series are back with a message for you (yeah, you):
Eating less meat, saving the planet, and cooking at home don’t have to be so f*cking boring—or expensive. If it feels like
everything’s so f*cked that you just wanna lay down and let the earth reclaim your body, we understand. A global pandemic forced
all of us back into the kitchen but our fridges were full of by-products and fake flavors. It seems like half the ingredients and
produce we buy goes in the trash while people starve, the planet burns and also somehow floods. And our culinary chaos is partly
to blame. This sh*t isn't sustainable. Enter Brave New Meal: a chance for food to be not just different but better. Because here’s
the dirty little secret about eating vegan (or plant-based, meatless, flexitarian, whatever the hell they’re calling it this week): done
right, it’s the cheapest, healthiest, most environmentally friendly, and tastiest (did we stutter?) food you could possibly put into that
temple you call a body. Brave New Meal shows you the way: • 100+ life-changing vegan recipes including Orange Peel
Cauliflower, Beeteroni Pizza, Nashville Hot Shroom Sammie, Jackfruit Pupusas, and Plum-Side-Down Cake • Killer photos so
you’ll know for sure you didn’t f*ck it up • Tips on how to stretch your budget, limit food waste, and incorporate every edible piece
of the plant into your meals (or finally find a use for that wilted kale in your fridge) • Shortcuts and substitutions for when the
grocery store is sold out or you need help getting dinner on the goddamn table already • A produce glossary that breaks down
everything you probably never knew (but most def should) about all the fresh stuff in your market Look, we’re not asking you to go
vegan. We’re not even asking you to give up bacon (do whatever you gotta do). But just be real honest when you answer this
question: What do you have to lose?
Entrepreneurs and ethical vegans Michelle Schwegmann and Josh Hooten first satisfied their passion for saving animals by
designing and selling a successful line of clothing that promoted cruelty-free ethics: Herbivore. Inspiring people to eat like they give
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a damn, Michelle and Josh share over 100 recipes for their favorite everyday vegan dishes, which they've tucked into an original
book design that reflects their art and ethics. Their recipe list is anchored with a panoply of comfort foods, such as hot soups and
chili, mac 'n'cheese, and sweet potato fries, all served up with a touch of whimsy. An Elvis Quesadilla with Maple-Yogurt Drizzle
crosses paths with Praise Seitan Vegan Roast and Oma's Full of Beans. Roasted Beet Burgers sidle up to Only-Kale-Can-SaveUs-Now Salad and Pesto-Parmesan Corn on the Cob. With ample helpings of sass and heart, the authors intersperse their recipes
with treatises on why vegan and how vegan. In addition, the authors provide support for vegan parents of vegan children and
anyone who wants to indulge in the meat- and cheese-based foods they grew up loving, without sacrificing any animals to enjoy
them.
Thug Kitchen started their wildly popular website to inspire people to eat some Goddamn vegetables and adopt a healthier
lifestyle. Beloved by Gwyneth Paltrow ('This might be my favorite thing ever') and with half a million Facebook fans and counting,
Thug Kitchen wants to show everyone how to take charge of their plates and cook up some real f*cking food. Yeah, plenty of blogs
and cookbooks preach about how to eat more kale, why ginger fights inflammation, and how to cook with microgreens and nettles.
But they are dull or pretentious as hell -and most people can't afford the hype. Thug Kitchen lives in the real world. In their first
cookbook, they're throwing down more than 100 recipes for their best-loved meals, snacks and sides for beginning cooks to home
chefs. (Roasted Beer and Lime Cauliflower Tacos? Pumpkin Chili? Grilled Peach Salsa? Believe that sh*t.) Plus they're going to
arm you with all the info and techniques you need to shop on a budget and go and kick a bunch of ass on your own. This book is
an invitation to everyone who wants to do better to elevate their kitchen game. No more ketchup and pizza counting as vegetables.
No more drive-thru lines. No more avoiding the produce corner of the supermarket. Sh*t is about to get real.
With more than a million copies sold, the cookbook phenomenon that inspired people to eat some goddamn vegetables and adopt
a healthier lifestyle (previously published as Thug Kitchen Eat Like You Give a F*ck: The Official Cookbook). Bad Manners started
their wildly popular website to show everyone how to take charge of their plates and cook up some real f*cking food. Now beloved
by millions, their first cookbook has become a must-have in every kitchen. Yeah, plenty of blogs and cookbooks preach about
eating "clean," why ginger fights inflammation, and how to cook with only the most expensive super foods. But they are dull or
pretentious as hell--and most people can't afford the hype. Bad Manners lives in the real world. It offers more than 100 recipes for
their best-loved meals, snacks and sides for beginning cooks to home chefs. (Roasted Beer and Lime Cauliflower Tacos?
Pumpkin Chili? Grilled Peach Salsa? Believe that sh*t.) Plus this cookbook arms you with all the info and techniques you need to
shop on a budget and get comfortable in the kitchen. Bad Manners is an invitation to everyone who wants to do better to elevate
their kitchen game. No more ketchup and pizza counting as vegetables. No more drive-thru lines. No more avoiding the produce
corner of the supermarket. Sh*t is about to get real.
You don’t need to be a vegetarian to eat like one! With over 100 recipes, the New York Times bestselling author of Dinner: A Love
Story and her family adopt a “weekday vegetarian” mentality. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
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TIME OUT AND TASTE OF HOME • “Whether you’re vegetarian or not (or somewhere in-between), these recipes are fit to
become instant favorites in your kitchen!” —Molly Yeh, Food Network host and cookbook author Jenny Rosenstrach, creator of the
beloved blog Dinner: A Love Story and Cup of Jo columnist, knew that she wanted to eat better for health reasons and for the
planet but didn’t want to miss the meat that she loves. But why does it have to be all or nothing? She figured that she could eat
vegetarian during the week and save meaty splurges for the weekend. The Weekday Vegetarians shows readers how Jenny got
her family on board with a weekday plant-based mentality and lays out a plan for home cooks to follow, one filled with brilliant and
bold meat-free meals. Curious cooks will find more than 100 recipes (organized by meal type) for comforting, family-friendly foods
like Pizza Salad with White Beans, Cauliflower Cutlets with Ranch Dressing, and Squash and Black Bean Tacos. Jenny also offers
key flavor hits that will make any tray of roasted vegetables or bowl of garlicky beans irresistible—great things to make and throw
on your next meal, such as spiced Crispy Chickpeas (who needs croutons?), Pizza Dough Croutons (you need croutons!), and a
sweet chile sauce that makes everything look good and taste amazing. The Weekday Vegetarians is loaded with practical tips,
techniques, and food for thought, and Jenny is your sage guide to getting more meat-free meals into your weekly rotation. Who
knows? Maybe like Jenny’s family, the more you practice being weekday vegetarians, the more you’ll crave this food on the
weekends, too!
This book is enhanced with content such as audio or video, resulting in a large file that may take longer to download than
expected. The enhanced edition includes video and two top-10 lists from the author. If you’ve checked out my Diners, Drive-ins
and Dives books or visited my restaurants, Johnny Garlic’s and Tex Wasabi’s, you know I’m down with all types of good
food—and that I’ll do what’s required to track it down. In Guy Fieri Food, I’m cookin’ it my way, from the perfect recipe for Pepper
Jack Pretzels (from Mr. Awesome Pretzel himself—that’s me) to how to pull together a Red Rocker Margarita Chicken sandwich to
a full-on vegetable Guy’d (bet you didn’t see that one comin’!). Before I’m finished I’ll have you throwing parties with everything
from Bacon-Jalapeno Duck appe-tapas to Chicago Beef Pizza to Johnny Garlic’s Cedar Plank Salmon. Fact is, I’ve been cookin’
it, livin’ it, and lovin’ it since I was just a kid, and it’s a privilege to help you bring home some of my own classic, big, and bold
flavors.
Gold Winner, 2019 Taste Canada Awards - Health and Special Diets Cookbooks Cheeky registered dietitian, food lover, and
YouTube star Abbey Sharp is often described as "Nigella Lawson in a lab coat." In her debut cookbook she shares fun, satisfying,
and unbelievably healthy recipes that will ignite your love affair with food. In over 100 recipes, Abbey shows us how she eats:
healthy and nourishing meals that are packed with flavour like PB & J Protein Pancakes, Autumn Butternut Squash Mac and
Cheese, Stuffed Hawaiian Burgers, Chicken, Sweet Potato and Curry Cauliflower, Chocolate Stout Veggie Chili, Chewy Crackle
Almond Apple Cookies, and Ultimate Mini Sticky Toffee Puddings. Many of her recipes are plant-centric and free of dairy, gluten,
and nuts. Others contain some protein-rich, lean beef, poultry, eggs, and dairy, so there are plenty of delicious recipes for every
one and every occasion. Featuring gorgeous photography throughout, The Mindful Glow Cookbook is perfect for anyone looking to
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fully nourish their body, satisfy food cravings, and enjoy every snack, meal, and decadent dessert in blissful enjoyment.
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